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Endpaper mangrove creek from 2000 feet above

Previous Lizard's footprint

Left Aerial view of Lake Argyle

The Kimberley is one of the most ecologically diverse areas in the world. It is a biodiversity hotspot and its marine 
ecosystems are among the world’s most pristine. Surveys of a mere three islands have recorded 280 species of coral. 
And these discoveries have only just begun. Recently, 100 new species of plants were discovered in the region, with an 
astonishing 80 percent found during the Wet season. We have so much to learn about the flora, fauna and geography 
of the Kimberley in both the Wet and Dry seasons.

Australia was among the first five countries in the world to sign the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, and four 
of Australia’s identified sixty-four sites are found here – the Lakes Argyle and Kununurra, the Ord River Floodplain, 
Roebuck Bay and Eighty Mile Beach. 

A compelling argument for the protection of the Kimberley’s natural assets is that similar habitats are at risk 
elsewhere in the world. Migratory birds rely on the shores of Broome and wetlands of Lake Argyle and the Ord River 
as critical stopovers. Tropical savannahs, which elsewhere have suffered from over-exploitation, now exist in near-
untouched condition only in northern Australia.

Half of the population in the region is of Aboriginal descent and there is so much to learn from them – through 
their stories and treatment of the land (often through fire) – on how best to maintain the region’s extraordinarily 
diverse natural assets.

Tourism, pearling, primary industry and resource extraction are also central to the economy of the region and the 
greatest challenge is to find a balance between protecting the delicate ecosystems in the region and meeting the needs 
of its human communities.

Victoria Laurie is a passionate advocate of the Kimberley and its preservation who is also very mindful of these 
political complexities. I am very pleased to commend The Kimberley: Australia’s Last Great Wilderness as a spectacular 
introduction into the region’s past, present and future.

Professor Lyn Beazley, 
Chief Scientist, Western Australia

Foreword
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Left morning fog over buccaneer Archipelago

Previous Picturesque Kimberley rainforest

the first tantalising sensation of the Kimberley lodges deep in the memory. Perhaps it is 
glimpsed from high above, the sight of thick green ribbons of mangrove dividing cerulean 
sea from blinding white sand dunes, or sensed through the midday stillness of savannah 
grasslands where heat shimmers all the way back to the flat-top grandeur of red hills on the 
horizon. Or perhaps it’s hearing the percussive ‘clack clack’ of pandanus fronds in a deep 
shadowed gorge, the rustling dry-leaf sound reverberating off tiers of purple-black stone.

It may instead be the wildlife that affects and intrigues 
those lucky enough to explore this land. The slender ‘Ta-
ta’ lizard that lifts an arm and appears to wave before it 
darts off across hot stones, or a small and rare dolphin that 
raises its head out of Broome’s balmy waters beside a boat, 
as if to prove it exists.

In this top left corner of Australia you may search for 
footholds as you clamber up a rock outcrop, or gasp as 
you float down a fast-flowing river, or scratch your legs 
against the clumps of spiky spinifex that dot wide dry 
plains. Whatever you experience will depend on the 
seasons – Aboriginal people recognise five or six phases 
but mostly the talk is of ‘Wet’ and ‘Dry’. The subtropical 
Kimberley has a Dry season that lasts for seven months 

before a build-up of ominous black clouds announces the 
onset of the monsoonal Wet season. 

At 424,500 square kilometres, the Kimberley is 
bigger than Italy, Germany or Malaysia, while the United 
Kingdom is around half the size. It is a distinct geological 
zone, a lump of land that appears to have been jammed 
onto the north-west corner of the continent. In a way, it 
has. It was once part of a larger continent to the north 
that finally collided with the rest of Australia about 1830 
million years ago. Since then, the landmass has buckled 
and folded, been thrust up and beaten down, but the 
resulting rock profile is like a geological lesson from many 
millions of years ago frozen in time.

The Indian Ocean and Timor Sea border the 

Ancient Land, new horizons
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Kimberley north and west; its land boundaries are the 
sprawling Great Sandy Desert on its southern flank and 
the Northern Territory’s neat linear border to the east.

There is a jewel-like scattering of islands and rare 
sandy coves on the coast and, on the mainland, rugged 
cliffs drop down to mangrove-fringed estuaries. Further 
inland, grassy plains and woodlands are abruptly halted 
by primordial barrier reefs, now transformed into jagged 
limestone ranges. There are wide river floodplains and a 
vast central plateau of dissected sandstone ranges; to the 
south, the undulating sand dunes of arid country stretch 
for hundreds of kilometres into the Pilbara region.

‘So pristine! So remote! So wild!’ exclaimed one Dutch 
scientist, a frequent visitor to the Kimberley. Yet these 
three adjectives are only partly true. What we may view 
as virgin landscapes have often been radically changed by 
grazing stock (first introduced in the mid-1800s), foreign 
weeds and scorching bushfires. Close inspection of such 
places by people who know them reveals damage and 
haunting absences. 

Nature itself has wrought massive change on 
Kimberley landscapes. Bushfires caused by lightning 
have seared its savannah plains and woodlands since time 
began, shaping the evolution of many plants. Rivers have 
acted like liquid knives to carve a north and westward 
path through sandstone plateaux, fanning out into filigree 
ribbons across mudflats before emptying into the sea. 

The word ‘wilderness’ is used to describe the 
Kimberley's large, wild tracts of nature, which nevertheless 
have been inhabited for tens of thousands of years by 
Aboriginal people. Of all the places where the word fits 
best it is the Kimberley’s north-west coast and hinterland. 
Rugged and mainly trackless, its subtropical plants and 

animals are under-studied in almost every aspect. Even its 
coastline is partially uncharted and what little we know of 
its marine life suggests a plethora of new species is waiting 
to be discovered. 

The Kimberley is a region with many unspoiled assets. 
Whether swimming among coral and sponge gardens 
on a shallow reef or chasing a lizard up a deep ravine, 
those exploring it find the thrill of discovery around 
every corner. But in another decade or two, this will be 
quite a different place. For many years the region has 
enjoyed relative isolation, seen by outsiders as little more 
than a distant spot for fishing, camping and four-wheel-
drive holidays. Now, however, there are plans to exploit 
Australia’s biggest reserves of oil and gas off the Kimberley 
coast. And for large multinationals, minerals buried in the 
hinterland are more attractive with each passing year.

Both the Commonwealth and Western Australian 
governments have embarked on wide-ranging studies 
here, committing millions of dollars and several years 
to identify the Kimberley's natural and cultural assets 
and to draw up plans for marine, coastal and terrestrial 
conservation zones. One day, as a result of this painstaking 
work, it is hoped that the Kimberley will be awarded 
UNESCO World Heritage status as ‘a site of outstanding 
cultural and natural importance to the common heritage 
of humanity’.

This book is a celebration of the biodiversity of the 
Kimberley, starting in Broome, moving north to the 
remotest tip of the region, then east to the Northern 
Territory border and down into the arid interior before 
heading back to the coast and the newly explored islands. 
Few other ancient locations anywhere in the world offer 
such promise of new discoveries.

Right Ord river and surrounding wetlands

Following page roe river snakes through plateau country

Ancient Land, new horizons2
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Previous Roebuck Bay shoreline

Left Aerial view of Jacks Creek, Roebuck Bay

Visitors to the Kimberley typically make their first approach in much the same way as the 
flocks of migrating birds that land in Broome each year. Our plane sweeps down in lazy 
circles until it seems to skim over the azure sea, gliding low over wide beaches and deep-
green thickets of mangroves before landing. While we disembark on shimmering black 
tarmac at Broome airport, flocks of migratory shorebirds wheel around to land on the beach 
at Roebuck Bay, tucked under the elbow of the town.

Between August and November, the birds arrive in vast 
numbers from their northern breeding grounds in the 
Arctic tundra. The climate contrast couldn’t be greater – in 
the Kimberley, they encounter tropical heat and humidity 
that slowly builds towards the end-of-year monsoonal Wet 
season. Many shorebirds moult their feathers, rest and feed 
up during their Broome sojourn; in March or April, they 
lift in vast, speckled clouds and head back north, exiting just 
as the Wet makes way for the milder months of the Dry 
season and holidaymakers arrive en masse in Broome. 

In 1981, a first survey by international bird experts 
established that Broome and its environs host the greatest 
diversity of migrating shorebirds in the world. At its annual 
peak, an astonishing 650,000 birds frequent Roebuck 

Bay and the long foreshore of Eighty Mile Beach, south 
of Broome. Of around 200 known shorebird species 
throughout the world, fifty of these land on beaches and 
wetlands in the Broome area; as many as 170,000 birds 
have been recorded at one time on Roebuck Bay’s gently 
sloping tidal mud flats. Thousands of dapper-looking 
birds – pink-legged or red-billed, mottled brown or smart 
black-and-white-feathered – probe for food, aerating and 
sifting sand and mud in the process, with the efficiency of 
farmers tilling the soil. 

The bird variety is bewildering – from tiny Red-necked 
Stints (Calidris ruficollis) and Curlew Sandpipers (Calidris 
ferruginea), to many plover species as well as larger birds 
like Great Knots (Calidris tenuirostris), Bar-tailed Godwits 

1 Broome & the 
Dampier Peninsula
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(Limosa lapponica) and the Eastern Curlew (Numenius 
madagascariensis), the largest wading bird in the world. 

It’s hard for most of us to tell one species from another, 
but the birds’ easy proximity has a pleasure all of its own. 
On some nights, thousands of birds roost on the white sand 
dunes at popular Cable Beach, while tourists are tucked 
in their beds at nearby resorts and hotels. By day, people 
may wander across Broome’s park lawns and spot Little 
Curlews (Numenius minutus) and Pacific Golden Plovers 
(Pluvialis fulva) feeding on insects in the short grass. Few 
onlookers realise that these little birds have made far, far 
longer journeys than them – born in Siberian marshes or 
Arctic tundra, they have flown thousands of kilometres 
to get here.

Spare a thought for each bird’s story of stamina and 
survival. Dr Clive Minton, one of Australia’s foremost 
shorebird experts cites the case of a little Bar-tailed 
Godwit that was recently captured by bird researchers. 
‘In its lifetime, this Godwit had flown close to 600,000 
kilometres, far more than the distance from here to the 
moon.’ Minton knows this because it wore a bird tag 
dating back to 1981, when it was captured and banded 
by the first survey team. This Godwit had been flying to 
Broome every year for nearly thirty years: not so much a 
tourist as a semi-permanent resident with a timeshare. 

So how do birds – some mere fluff balls in one’s hand 
weighing 50 grams or less – fly 12,000 kilometres around 
the world to winter in Australia, and then fly back to 

Above Waders descend on Roebuck Bay’s mudflats

Right Bar-tailed Godwits fly vast distances to winter at Roebuck Bay
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breed in the Arctic? How do they restore bodyweight and 
refuel for the flight home? 

The key to these birds’ physical recovery lies in the 
grey, silky mud of Roebuck Bay. Since 1997, careful 
sifting of mud by a team of Australian and Dutch 
scientists has revealed that the fine-grained silt is seething 
with tiny crabs, molluscs and worms rich in protein.

Put simply, the mud contains a nourishing smorgasbord 
that caters to many species of birds with different food 
tastes. The variety of small, sometimes microscopic 
creatures living in tropical Broome’s mud is spectacular, 
with far more species than in equivalent shorebird habitats 
in more temperate zones. Take molluscs alone; there are 
ten times as many bivalves – like cockles, mussels and 

oysters – found in Broome as in the Wadden Sea in 
western Europe, another famous wader bird site. ‘Diversity 
of food means diversity of bird species, and more food 
means bigger populations,’ says Minton.

Roebuck Bay’s richness is due both to sheltered waters 
that nurture marine life and the legacy of an ancient river. 
For millions of years, the Kimberley’s powerful river, the 
Fitzroy, flowed into Roebuck Bay and left behind fine silt 
and fertile plains, before it was rerouted into its current 
outlet further north, in King Sound. 

::
In saltwater or on land, Aboriginal people have been 
sustained for tens of thousands of years by the country 
around Broome. Ancient middens of marine shells, 
contents eaten and discarded by generations of people, 
can be seen at many spots along this part of the Kimberley 
coast; a road has been insensitively carved through one 
midden on Kennedy Hill, in the heart of Broome.

Many communities living on the Dampier Peninsula, 
a large promontory jutting into the sea north of Broome, 
still hunt regularly for fish, shellfish, turtles and the Dugong 
(Dugong dugon), a large marine mammal similar to the 
American Manatee. Dugong grazing trails are a common 
sight through seagrass beds in Roebuck Bay, evidence that 
these huge, gentle creatures have passed through, silently 
munching at high tide.

Sadly, this animal is under threat from hunting and 
loss of seagrass habitat; in the Kimberley, the Bardi-Jawi 
people at One Arm Point are satellite-tagging Dugong 
to monitor numbers and assess whether their traditional 
hunting can be sustained. Elsewhere, volunteers monitor 
the Dugong’s food source as part of Seagrass-Watch, a 

Broome & the Dampier Peninsula 11
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worldwide environmental project. Two species of seagrass 
(Halophila ovalis and Halodule uninervis) thatch parts 
of Roebuck Bay, but both can be choked out by toxic 
algae-like blooms of bacteria when Wet season rains flush 
nutrients into the bay from town gardens. 

For the most part, Broome remains an unspoiled eco-
resort for both wildlife and a rising tide of tourists. And 
while marine scientists estimate that 40 per cent of the 
world’s oceans are heavily polluted and overfished, the 
same scientists claim the Kimberley’s coastal waters to be 
among the most pristine marine environments remaining 
on Earth. This may be because the Kimberley was such a 
late entry in Australia’s logbook of European settlement. 

Dutch navigator Abel Tasman sighted and mapped the 
Kimberley coast in 1644, but his log was lost so no record 
survives of whether he even landed. English buccaneer and 
hydrographer William Dampier visited the north coast of 
Western Australia in 1688 and 1699 and went ashore often, 
including on the Dampier Peninsula, which acquired his 
name many years later. Roebuck Bay was named in 1821 
in honour of his second ship, the Roebuck.

According to botanical historian Alex George, 
Dampier made enthusiastic observations of Kimberley 
wildlife; he was struck by the sight of giant termite 
mounds in La Grange Bay, south of Broome, which 
he mistook for mud huts until, on close inspection, he 
decided – again wrongly – that they were rocks. 

Dampier’s more accurate observations of Western 
Australian coastal and savannah plants allowed George 
to identify many species. Three centuries later, the same 
kinds of plants grow undisturbed in the very spots where 
Dampier landed. 

Dampier saw dunes covered in coarse grasses, possibly 
Beach Spinifex (Spinifex longifolius) and further back, Native 
Sorghum, a cane grass forming large silky-looking stands 
that keep the dunes intact. He admired creeping vines 
with ‘Fruit-like Beans’ and beautiful blossoms, probably 
the podded Canavalia (C. rosea) and Beach Morning 
Glory vine (Ipomoea pes-caprae) with its gorgeous mauve-
pink flowers. He noted slender vines with ‘little black eyes 
like beans’. To this day,  Aboriginal people collect the seeds 
of Crabs Eye Bean (Abrus precatorius), which they string 
into necklaces, but they warn against swallowing them. If 
the seed is cracked, the escaping toxin can kill you.

Dampier was clearly intrigued by the fauna and 
flora of Australia’s west coast, but neither he nor Abel 

Left Dugongs graze on meadows of seagrass in shallow waters

Right Pindan red soil bleeds into aquamarine  
waters off Broome’s mangrove-lined shore

Broome & the Dampier Peninsula12
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Tasman expressed more than lukewarm enthusiasm for 
the prospects of settlement. Nearly 200 years would 
pass before Europeans sought to understand and occupy 
this region. In 1803, explorer Captain Nicolas Baudin, 
following the ‘name it, claim it, and leave’ principle, 
bestowed French names on many Kimberley coastal 
features and remote islands – like Gantheaume Point, 
Cape Leveque and the Lacepede Islands.

In 1864, sheep grazing was attempted at Roebuck 
Bay and the first European settlement established 
in inhospitable wilderness at Camden Harbour, 350 
kilometres to the north. The sheep fared poorly, but 
the settlers suffered worse and had to be rescued.  
Nevertheless, Broome and Derby (220 kilometres to the 

Above Rugged cliffs at Cape Leveque on  
the northern tip of Dampier Peninsula.

Below Crabs Eye Bean with its toxic seeds
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Broome & the Dampier Peninsula 15

north-east) took shape as towns in 1883; by then the 
offshore discovery of a large native oyster with a lustrous 
shell (Pinctada maxima), gave rise to the new and profitable 
industry of pearling. Within a few years, Broome was 
supplying three-quarters of the world market with 
buttons made of mother-of-pearl, and glorious gems.

Today, Australia’s pearling industry is centred around 
the pristine creeks and fast-flushing tidal bays along the 
Kimberley coast. Half a million wild pearl oysters are 
harvested each year from fishing grounds off Eighty Mile 
Beach; the shells are then ‘seeded’ for pearl production. 
Another native oyster nursery has been set up around 
the Lacepede Islands, a quartet of tide-ripped cays a few 
hours’ boat-ride off the Dampier Peninsula coast. These 

are the first in a liberal scattering of more than 2,600 
islands spread along the Kimberley coast. 

::
Around 135 million years ago, a ten-metre long, meat-
eating dinosaur (Megalosauropus broomensis), lumbered 
across Broome’s tidal flats and left its distinctive three-
toed print.

Those prints are still visible in ripple-marked 
sandstone at places like Gantheaume Point, though the 
Megalosauropus was not alone. Tracks from many different 
species of dinosaur have been found in such variety that 
they are thought to constitute the world’s most varied 
collection of fossils. They were found by the late Paul 
Foulkes, a self-taught naturalist and amateur botanist who 
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